
2 r ject: esidential Maximum n y Efficiency

A major California utility recently began the Advanced Customer Technology Test for Maximum
Efficiency (ACT for Maximum Energy Efficiency) project to test the hypothesis that substantial energy
savings (perhaps as high as 75% over current practice) can be achieved in residential and commercial
buildings, and in industrial and agricultural processes, at economic costs through the use of new energy
efficient end-use technologies and systems.

The goal of the AC'fl project is to provide scientific field test information on the maximum energy
savings possible by using modern high-efficiency end-use technologies in acceptable
to the customer. The test will further determine if these savings can be achieved for costs at or below
projected competitive supply costs. This information will be made available for use the and its
customers.

The initial residential projects are, an existing and a new homes located in
California's central The goal of the residential and build team is to maximize energy

ae~ngJnrnlg and installing a package of Measures The major
source of energy reduction is expected to come from or the need for compressor
based mechanical and significantly the losses inherent in traditional forced air
~V5:teins~ The remainder of the will come from an other and loads.
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To ensure accuracy and analyze the results of the EEM
packages, ACT2 win be extensively monitoring each site.
For existing residences the homes will be monitored for
twelve months prior to package installation. The twelve
months of end-use data win be used to construct a thermal
and operational model of the home, using DOE-2.1E

1991) and to determine how much each end-use
contributes to the total energy consumption of the home.
This information will be used to establish the design and
installation budget for each site. This budget will be equal
to the amount of annual usage reduction that is achieved
by the EEM package. If a residence annually consumes
10,000 kWh and the designers believe that they can
achieve an efficiency improvement of 75 % then the budget
they have to work with is 7500 kWh multiplied by the net
present value of the 30 year life-cycle cost of a
kiloWatt-hour of avoided supply ~ If it is determined that
75 % cannot be achieved economically then the
design team will reduce the until the savings
can be achieved within the budget generated those
savings. the designers are also restricted by
end-use economics. For example, if pre-monitoring shows
that 45 % of the energy is consumed by the HVAC system
then no more than 45 % of the site budget can be spent to
lmrlr'o"e the of the HVAC system. each
energy must meet the economic
criteria 1nrlnl'lllf'hll!4I1I'\1

The utility invited leading u.s. experts on environment
and energy efficiency to serve as a steering committee for
the The committee assumed the responsi

the project staff in the design and
execution of the to ensure valid results acceptable
to the scientific and environmental communities. 'lI.Jll/r.. ,..lI.r'......~

with the steering committee and other energy efficiency
the project team decided that the project would be

two criteria. the cost
for aU Measures must be equal
to or less than the cost of bU.llldJlDIZ

aU of the EEM paC:Ka~~e

To determine economic competitiveness, the investment in
energy efficiency measures in a customer's home will be
treated as if it were a power plant, i.e., utility discount
rates and costing win be used. this
treatment, the decision to make an investment in
demand-side measures is made on the same basis as for a
supply-side investment, and the unit costs of both options
can then be compared fairly. Since many of the candidate
energy efficiency measures are just emerging, estimated
mature market costs, rather than current market costs win
be used to more realistically reflect each EEM's
competitiveness.

roject Approach

For new construction the site end-use budget and
the site model will be developed from the plans
for the house as it would have been built without

California's Title-24 building efficiency
standards local weather data, and

data for similar homes in the area will be used.
This information win then be used in the of the
EEM pac.Kage.

The process for both eXlstul2
homes win be the same~ The
1"eam win do an initial evaluation of all EEMs
for technical and economic feasibility. Those EEMs that
pass the initial screening win be investigated in greater
detail. Information on specific performance, potential for
n1"'I',\1.Tll,('hnlo interactive savings, and mature market pricing
win be gathered and analyzed by the design team. Based
on this information the EEMs win be ranked by the Cost
of Conserved Energy (CCE) and a supply curve will be
built with the most cost effective measures ranked first. l

EEMs win be added to the supply curve (Meier 1982) up
to the point where the cost of the EEM is equal to 100%
of th.e cost of new measured in cents per kWh
(see 1). Whenever the inclusion of an EEM allows
additional savings in a previously ranked those

will be attributed to the EEM higher on the curve
will reduce the CCE for that EEM~ For

eC()nClmJ.cs~ which are based on
remove the short

reQIUll"errlents lrnDc:>se:d on most energy 'V&.II.Jl ...... .II. .....JUl....... Y

norn1al commercial fo!" a 1-3 year
back & cost allows
take maintenance and 0p4eranOJOal
efficiencies.

The a
cnaLUelrl,ge than the economics. The h.omeowner's aesthetic
-g"'t:'>rnl1I1r"~'M"'1l~W'lltC' may prove to be a obstacle to the

The win also be asked to live with
tecnn~O!O,glt~S that may not understand and in some
instances may fmd for a microwave
clothes or microwave bulbs. Even the
OC(~UDant acc:eDtan(~e rt~Ulre]nellt may limit the amount of

that can be EEM packages
that are not to win result in savings
that can not be outside the project. It is
assumed that the average person can not afford to install
the advanced for the purpose of

energy, or if do, may disconnect or
remove the due to its before the
end of the Hfe are realized.
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if which in
California's mild climate have a high CCE and
are therefore on the supply curve, allowed the down

of the the dollar savings
would be credited to the windows moving the
windows further down the curve. To allow the
inclusion of which may be above
the cost of new and to anow for uncertainties in
the mature market cost the win be
allowed to list EEMs up to 150% of the cost of new

The whole will then be reviewed the
staff and the committee for design

and to determine which EEM's with costs greater than the
cost of new will be included in the fmal design.

Customer will be evaluated throughout the
process. The home owner, or builder in the case of

new will be interviewed EEM
the and final design

customer win be asked to review the tech
considered as well as the design. Design

features and/or technologies that the customer is Ufl'wIJllrnl2

to win be removed from the design and replaced
with the next most efficient technology or design

if the result is too detrimental to the the site
will be abandoned. For the design process to proceed
from preliminary to final and then to installation,
the customer must written approval of the design.
Once the package is installed and operational the customer
stiU has the right to require, with justification, the
repllacement of any technology which he or she decides is
unacceptable.

Each site win be monitored. for two years after the EEM
package is installed. The intent of the monitoring is to
measure the overall energy efficiency improvement, deter
mine the level of interactive savings and determine effects
on environmental conditions. Consequently, the project
will be monitoring the individual EEMs, systems, total
energy consumption and environmental conditions. During
the first year ACrrz will be responsible for operating and
maintaining the EEM package. After providing the
customer complete documentation and training on system
operation and maintenance, the customer will assume
responsibility for the systems. The purpose of the second
year monitoring is to assess whether customer operation
substantially effects the performance of the EEM package.
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slab-on-grade foundation, wood frame construction and a
pitched wood shingle roof. The house has a ducted natural
gas fired forced air furnace and electric air conditioning.
The ceiling height in all but the living room, which has a
10 foot vaulted ceiling, is eight feet and the windows are
all clear single pane glazing. It is occupied by a husband
and wife, whose children are away at college. Both the
husband and wife do some work at home resulting in
energy consumption per square foot similar to other candi
date sites which were occupied by families with children.

To select the central valley new construction site,
California Title- 24 residential compliance calculations
(CEC 1988) were reviewed for 750-1000 new homes
being built in the central valley during the last six months
of 1991. The review determined that the average size of
new homes was 1691 ft2 Further it was deter
mined that the majority of homes buHt in the central
valley have slab-on-grade foundations. Consequently, any
new constnlction home using a slab-on-grade foundation
in the 1500 to 2000 m2

) size range was
considered for participation.

The new construction site was chosen from a field of
8 nominees. The nominees included one custom home
4 volume tract builders and 3 low volume tract 0;
serm-custom builders from throughout the central valley*
The minimum requirement for final selection was the
builder's willingness to remove a candidate site from his
standard construction process in order to allow for the

design process which win add 2-3 months to the
normal design process. The second consideration was the
willingness of the builder/occupant to consider changes to
the original design including building exterior, orientation,
shell construction, interior layout, HVAC system and
apJ)l1ance~s. The final consideration was the level of quality
of the homes the builder constructs*

The first new construction site is a single residence
located in California a community in the state's
central valley Hot) approximately 15 miles west of
Sacramento. The nominated site was a 1656 ft2 (155 m2

),

single-story ranch-style home~ The house was designed to
have a slab-on-grade foundation, rustic or stucco exterior
and a concrete tile roof. The interior space was intended
to have 35 % vaulted ceiling using a non-truss system with
the remainder of the house having 8 foot ceilings. The
builder is willing to consider all shell and interior changes
as well as new HVAC systems and household appliances.
They have agreed not to attempt to sell the home prior to
completion of construction and commissioning.

After experts throughout the energy efficiency
community and balancing their against available
budget, it was determined that the residential portion of
the project should consist of seven sites, three new
construction, and three retrofit single-family residences.
The seventh site would be a smaH, 3-5 unit, multi-family
residence. The utility's service territory was divided into
three climate zones: the central vaHey or Inland Hot zone
where air-conditioning is required from June through
September; the Coastal zone where air-conditioning is not
reclluu'ed: and the Inland Cool zone where air-conditioning
is not required, and for those homes that have air
conditioning, it is used only a few days each year. One
new construction and one retrofit site will be located in
each climate zone. The multi-family site may be located in
any of the three climate zones. See Figure 2 for a map of
the climate zones~ Table 1 shows and cooling

for those climate zones.

The decision to choose the three climate zones was based
on the need to the technical potential of
customer within the residential customer

these three climate zones to
aat~Quate ret.:)re~)entatj"on of the stock in

California. The of the homes are located
in the coastal and inland cool zones, while the in
the state is concentrated in the inland hot climate zone. In

the team win to
choose sites that are of a new and
vA.A"~A.L!J::. home in each climate zone*

ite election Process

The first site selected was an
residence in a central valley (Inland

This site was chosen from a list of 10
sites which were nominated local personnel.
l'fhree of the ten were screened out because used
either wood or propane as a or fuel.
The seven sites were then visited the site
JIJ:.Jl.l:JlIiJV".... ".ll'U'..'lJ.. team. The team information at each
site on EEM ease of

energy and of structure~

Each nominee was then revievved the initial site
InSDe(~tlc~n team and a member of the team to deter-
mine how the site central

residence* The seven nominees were
ranked and a recommendation to select one was forwarded
to the committee for review and concurrence

rfhe selected site is a 2200 single-story
raTmen-srVI~ home than the average central

The house was built in 1979 and has a

The five sites, two additional new con
struction, two retrofit and a multi-family retrofit, will be
selected in late 1992 or early 1993. The single-family sites
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will be located in the Inland Cool and the Coastal climate
zones; the site will be the last site selected.

rrraditional residential has been based on
Jl. 1l-" aMJi....lls=:;. what worked in the past to ensure least cost
""' ""' .lI. JUl. .. rather than designing each project to take
aa.~{an.ta£~e of site conditions.. Subcontracts for aU or most
of the house's ate awarded to the low biddet and

subcontractors tend not to collaborate on design or
installation. This process results in systems that are
oversized, to provide a margin for safety, and equipment
substitutions that result in lower efficiency to keep the cost
down. The ACTl design process emphasizes designing all
bUllldlD2 systems to optimize their integrated performance.
bngmleell'S work closely with the architects, subcontractors
and builders as a team to integrate aU aspects of the home
and capture every opportunity to maximize efficiency,
reduce costs and ensure proper and performance.



The objective of the design process is to
maximize the energy efficiency by minimizing external
and internal thermal loads on the building, use the load
reduction to reduce the size of the HVAC equipment, and
install the highest efficiency equipment available to
minimize the energy consumption. This goal is
achieved by paying close attention to all aspects of the
design process to produce an integrated design, that
captures system inter-
actione For example, the heat gain tnrlDu£~n

the the HVAC may be able to reduce the
size of the unit

lne first task is to control solar The cost effective-
ness of a site and bUlllCilLn2 orientation to take
fun of winter solar will be evaluatede The

and \viII be selected to
minimizes summer solar an that will be
considered is to maximize insulation and minimize east
and west A albedo tile used in
COIl1Ultlctlon with radiant and an air
space between tile and barrier may have for
lower attic It is ont''Il.f'loll1l'·u'\t-..:~rlI

that these of win reduce the summer
loads without cost. The

increased waH insulation with an air shell,
to control and windows may
prove to be a valuable and cost effective way to minimize
winter thermal losses.

HVAC ~vs~tenlS

'lne reduced loads achieved envelope
will allow of the HVAC

It is believed that the cooling loads can be
reduced to the where mechanical can be
eliminated or indirect!direct evaporative

•••••••

cooling. In order to maxJ.lDlze energy efficiency it is
necessary to minimize duct losses. The Master
Technology List describes two types of residential
systems; forced air and radiant slab, among others. A
radiant slab heating system will be compared with a
forced air heating system and may provide a cost effective
means for eliminating duct losses. If a radiant system does
not prove to be cost effective then particular attention win
be paid to designing a well and properly sized
forced air systeme

Plug loads and Appliances

The appliances for the project will be selected based on
their energy efficiency and customer acceptability.
choosing the most efficient models for each end-use the
designers win reduce both internal gains and end-use
consumption. A horizontal axis washing machine with a

speed is an example of an appliance that win
reduce hot water consumption and required drying energy.
The use of a microwave dryer can reduce the energy
rea~UlrtX1 to dry clothes by an additional 26% (Comments).
Ke,IDaLmll1.e: apJ)l1anc~~s win be chosen to minimize end-use
energy and reduce internal heat
Selecting an efficient appliance may be made more
difficult by the customer acceptance criteria. The
appearance and operation of the appliance will be of great
concern to the home occupant.

lighting

The lighting system will receive the same detailed
attentione The most efficient light sources win be used
wherever and whenever possible to reduce energy
consumption and internal heat gains. Attention will also be
paid to system layout and aesthetic to reduce the number
of fixtures when possible without sacrificing
environmental quality. Where the most efficient light
source can not be used or is not acceptable to the



customer, the next most efficient source will be employed..
Occupancy sensors and timers will be utilized to further
limit lighting energy consumption without adversely
affecting comfort ..

Once all the building components and systems have been
selected they will be reviewed to determine if any
synergistic effects have created additional opportunities for
reducing energy consumption.. Reduced intemalloads may
allow further down-sizing of the cooling system.. A
reduction in hot water demand would provide the
opportunity to reduce the hot water heater capacity or
anow waste heat to provide a greater percentage of the
domestic hot water needs .. The fmal result win be a home
that is the product of an integrated design process and that
employs the latest, most efficient components to maximize
energy efficiency ..

onstruction rocess

At certain points construction will be halted to conduct
specified performance tests.. One such test will be
performed, for new construction, when the building shell
has been A blower door test win be performed
to determine shell tightness. If the amount of air
infiltration is unacceptable, additional time will be spent
identifying and eliminating leaks. Similar testing will be
performed on the HVAC system components for both
retrofit and new construction. At the end of construction a
comprehensive set of test win be performed on both
retrofit and new construction sites to characterize shell
thermal performance, determine operating efficiency of
the heating and cooling systems and ensure that infiltration
is at or below design levels.. Finally, aU EEMs win be
tested against the design criteria and the actual
performance will be documented. Upon completion of all
tests, and when the design and build team is satisfied that
EEM's are performing the and
evaluation will commence.

its
successful

The of the constnlction process is
continuous quality assurance from the day construction
starts until building commissioning is completed.. The
commissioning process will also start on the first of
construction. Once construction is completed the
co]nnns~nO]oml2 process win continue until the home and

are as after
of win the

't'Ylr.nll§-t"'\"I""llnn and evaluation commence.

urdles

The time and attention
to detail to assure adherence to scientific research

contracts with contractors and
OC(~UP,an1ts can cause time since

detailed contracts which intimidate
residential customers and extend the process.

has chosen to monitor and the EEM
at a level of detail which win allow the

interactive effects of each end-use and system
on the total energy consumption to be evaluated. The
decision to detailed has resulted in a
"B"'n,..,~nllt·n'lMiln.nr and two to three times
than the and build The and
~n~ilVfO';llfO';l is done for scientific purposes and therefore the
costs are not considered in the economic of the
EEM the combined costs have
c!,Qo'l'"llnllllC!hJ affected the overall and reduced
the number of residential sites.

~"""1!1I!-1!na Il 'It 7 it which are

based on 30 year and a 6 % discount
rate, would make designing for maximum energy
efficiency a relatively simple task. In California's
mild climate may prove to be more of a stumbling block
than The cost of and cooling
California homes is not as as it is in other

of the U .. S*; shen and
are not as eost effective as in the more

severe climates of the east coast, Midwest and south east.
Innovative and assurance

It is believed that the best can be rendered
ineffective if it is not carried out If COlnp()nents
and/or are installed
co]nnllS~)lO]runl12: process win show that the home
ope~ratm2 as At that it is pVl',\A.nQ1I'{}'p

back and correct the that
DrC~Ce(1Ur€~S would have eliminated had
from the the will strive to
achieve a zero defect construction record and to meet all

criteria without corrective actions necessary.
and build team win be for 1!MC!1111t"1I1"~n'

work the construction

The construction manager, a member of the
and Build win brief all construction crews to

each in which an EEM will be constructed
or installed. The will cover
construction and the and
criteria win be communicated so each member of the crew
will know \vhat is Once construction starts the
construction manager win watch the work progress and
ImmedHJLtelv correct any errors. At designated mS"De(~tlon

work win be until the manager has
Ins:pe~cted the work and certified proper COlnpjletllon.



construction appear necessary for the design and build
team to achieve a goal as high as 75% energy savings.

Endnotes

1. The cost-of-conserved energy (eBE) is the sum of the
present value of the costs times the capital recovery
factor· divided by the first year energy savings. The
capital recovery factor converts a present-year lump
sum cost to equal annual payments using an interest
rate. The energy savings are in either kWh or
Therms--if electricity savings are greater, then the
value win be in units of kWh; otherwise, the value
will be in units of Therms. Conversion from kWh to
Btu is performed using the utility's average heat rate.
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